
Other Design Options
At Eco Essence Homes we understand that
you may want to tailor your home to suit your
needs with optional Eco Essence Homes
extras or custom design requirements.

Discover how enjoyable your design and
building experience can bewith Eco Essence
Homes. Contact us today to book in for your
free design and build consultation.

Build with Comfort

The Natadola encapsulates the architectural elements of a pacific bungalow purposely built to work alongside
nature’s elements. Our pacific range emanates the sense of calmness and homeliness you would experience staying
in the comfort of a bungalow on a remote tropical island. The soft pitch gable ceilings, white weatherboard cladding,
and exposed structural beams boast the heart of a Pacific home. High ceiling pitch aids in ultimate natural ventilation
and added set of elevated louvers allows the crossflow function. Upon entrance into the Natadola you are directed
to the main living area through a breezeway that passes three of the four spacious bedrooms. Here, one bedroom
has direct access and a view across the front porch. What makes this home special is the internal garden courtyard
grounding a connection to nature, inviting oxygen, and acting a void of natural lighting into the home. The master
bedroom has a framed window with lush views into the courtyard however remains situated in a private sector of the
home. The internal living is finished with polished concrete flooring seeded white quartz which aid in creating thermal
mass. This area specially features a TV niche embedded in the main living room wall, a modern upgrade for this
tradition bungalow. Here you are greeted with an immense amount of breathable living space that extends outside
to an sheltered rear timber patio. The kitchen has an island bench which also faces outward to the eastern patio.
The Natadola is a stunning eco-friendly home that is inspired by the traditional architectural intent of pacific
bungalows, solely designed to utilise natures to manipulate a thermal controlled, breathable, and functional home.
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